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Dynamical Behavior of Tantalum*

Michael D. Fumish1,Lalit C. Chhabildas1and Daniel J. Steinberg2
]Experimental Impact Physics Dept. 1433, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque NM 87185

2MS L-35, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94551

We have performed four dynamic impact tests on tantalum to determine its high-pressure yield and viscoelas-
tic properties. Our experiments used compressed gas gun techniques to produce a combination of shocks,
reshocks and releases over the pressure range 0-12 GPa in samples5.0 amd 7.3 mm thick Profiles were
recorded using VISAR (velocity interferometry) techniques. Elastic precursors suggest a yield strength of
0.95 GPa, which is somewhat 'above literature values. As with other metals, release waves do not show a per-
fect elastic-plastic behavior, indicating a slight Baushinger effect. Lagrangian sound velocities for singly
shocked states are consistent with earlier results (about 4.5 km/sec).

INTRODUCTION al are also of irtterest. These measurements are the
first of this nature for fully dense tantalum.

As part of an effort to characterize the viscoplas- The objective of the present paper is to present
tic behavior of a variety of refractory metals we the data obtained from the impact experiments con-
have undertaken a study of the dynamical properties ducted with tantalum and interpretations of the
of molybdenum, tantalum, vanadium and tungsten loading/unloading properties from the observed
(all body-centered cubic materials), using dme re- wave profiles.
solved velocity interferometry techniques. The de-
tailed results obtained to date for tungsten, IMPACT EXPERIMENTS
vanadium, molybdenum and tantalum (higher stress
regimes) are summarized elsewhere 1'2'3'4In this pa- Method and Matrix

per, the most recent results on tantalum are summa- A suite of four impact tests was designed torized. The experiments were conducted over a
pressure range of 3.5 to 12 GPa. Most of the physi- allow the observation of strength effects, the Hugo-
cal phenomena of interest contribute significantly to niot, and release properties. The configurations
the observed wave behavior for loading and unload- used are shown schematically in Fig. 1, with rele-
ing in this pressure range. The viscoelastic behavior vant dimensions given in Table 1.Sapphire impactors and windows were chosen
of tantalum can be deduced from the rise time (and because sapphire is an extremely high-impedance,release time) measurements of stress or particle ve-
locity profiles. Specific viscoelastic properties of in- elastic material with well-studied optical and
terest include the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), its mechanical properties in the stress regime of inter-

est (stresses up to about 9 GPa are achieved in the
dependence on run distance and final stress ampli- windows in the present study).tude, the strain rate in the plastic loading wave,
propertiesof release,reshockand release/reshock Results and Discussion
cycles, and yield strength in the shocked state; met-
allurgical properties of virgin and recovered mated- The first two experiments conducted (Ta 1 and

Ta 2) utilized samples of similar thickness and
*Sponsoredby the U.S. Departmentof Energyandcon- impact velocity, but differed in that Ta 2 provided aducted under the auspicesof the U. S. Departmentof
EnergyunderContractDE-AO)4-76DP00789. reshock of the sample followed by a release, while
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time to be consistent with a precursor velocity of
• , , • , , • . ! , , , •

,-.250 .... , .... , .... '----- _a 3 4.175 kin/see.o

o _ Ta4 Precursor states were computed by impedancetri

_-_200 wo_y match methods; i.e.. from shock velocity and pla-
teau level in the wave profiles and from the known

150 elastic properties of the Z-cut sapphirewindows;
O
o : thesearesummarizedinTable2.
"_IO0 , Hugoniotconditionswerecalculatedbytwo>

,, methods: impedance match (referenced to the post-o
50 precursorstate) and finite-velocity-increment

I" F.,.... ,L_...,,.. ;-._'_.. j I,_grangian analysis. Results for the two methods
O

"E 0 ' ' " " differ slightly, and arepresented in Table 2 and
.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 2;.0 3.5 4.0 plotted in Figure 4. Some difference is expected

Time (/_sec) becausethewaveformsarenotsharpstepsinthis

Figure3.Wave profilesforTa3andTa4. material(Fig.5)..AdvancingthearrivaltimestothesamplepositionsshowninFig.5.bringsthe
calculationsintoagrecmenLShockvelocitiesare

presented in Lagrangian form, i.e. asoriginal sped-
Test Particle Stress Densi_ Shock

# Vel. km/s GP_ __km/s men thickness divided by transit time.The Lagrangian analysis yielded tabular rela-
H_goniot st--'_ates(Lagrangian analysis) tions between wave speed, stress, strain, strain rate,

Ta I 0.125 7.94 17.04 3.64
Ta 2 0.130 7.86 17.20 3.61 250 .... , .... , .... ' .... "
Ta3 0.183 11141 17.47 3.63 ---- Ta3

----- Ta1
Ta4 0.054 3.46 16.88 3.30 _-- 200 ------ Ta 2

Hugoniotstates(Impedancematchanalysis) _ ----- Ta4 /--Ta 1 0.129 8.02 17.25 3.65
150 Plastic TOA's --_ ]Ta2 0.130 7.99 17.26 3.60 E

Ta 3 0.189 11.61 17.56 3.63 "-_ for Calculation _ //'/>" 100.,- Alignment(see., 3 1 /

Ta4 0.056 3.46 16.91 3.22 "0 text) __//

Elastic precursor states o
TaI 0.026 1.83 16.756 4.175 :_ 50 ......

Ta2 0.027 1.89 16.759 4.175_ ....._r,. . . . , . , .• , ....
Ta3 0.025 1.72 16.749 4.177 0
Ta4 0.030 2.06 16.769 4.175 0.22 0_4 0.26 - 0.28 030

Normalized time (H,sec/mm)
Table2. Hugoniot states for tantalum. (Note that

arrivalof Ta 4 second wave is poorly defined) Figure 5. Details of loading profiles to HugonioL

12 ..... - - -:c_c_" " ;- 4._ ............... ..._ Figure 4. Hugoniot of Tantalum. Iso-
Isothermal / ,, Hugoniot thermal curve is from Birch-Mur-

] ._/, "8" [_ (Higher nighan fitto stadc data with Ko = 194k q/ ' II #'_ Pressure) K' = 3.9816].Hugonioti _ a . L GPa and
- Hugoniot (fi m shown is p0=16.65 gin/cre,

zM-.(Higher z.s -- " - " - Co= 3.293 km/s, S = 1.307,
:..'_/ Pressure) "- _- • t O Present Data (Impedance match,

°s.s 17_ 17._ ls_ S{_o oJos o.lo oas °a°[_ lagrangian analysis, respectively.)
D Ity 5) U.



DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account oi work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal Liability or responsibility fox' 'he accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency :'.ereof.






